The future of LC-MS for pharmaceutical analysis: an interview with Jun Qu.
Jun Qu speaks to Sankeetha Nadarajah, Editor of Bioanalysis: Jun Qu is the group leader of the proteomics and pharmaceutical analysis lab of SUNY-Buffalo (NY, USA) and a Professor in the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences. His research is focused on the study of Clinical and Pharmaceutical Proteomics and Pharmaceutical Analysis using LC-MS-based strategies. His research programs include high-resolution and large-scale expression profiling of pathological proteomes, for the discovery of novel disease/therapeutics biomarkers using gel-free proteomic methods; sensitive identification, localization and quantification of post-translational modifications in tissue proteomes such as these in myocardium, using novel anti-PTM affinity capture and alternating Collision-induced dissociation/Electron transfer dissociation to obtain abundant PTM information; targeted investigation of marker proteins that are of high interests for clinical and pharmaceutical study, using highly sensitive nano-LC/SRM-based methods; and highly sensitive and accurate investigation of the PK of biotherapeutics using LC-MS.